
National Choreographic Seminars

S
ome individuals may be born
with just the right combination
of talent and personality to

enable them to easily enter into the
very public process of making dance.
But even the most innate gifts benefit
from nurturmg a bit of encouragement
and learning a few tools of the trade.
Grant Strate certainly thinks so. That’s
why, in 1978, he organized the first of
what turned out to be four National
Choreographic Seminars.

At The National Ballet of Canada,
where Strate was a founding dancer
and then, between 1958 and 1969, resi
dent choreographer, he was often told
that choreography cannot be taught
“The assumption,” he wrote in his
2002 memoir (published by Dance Col
lection Danse), “was that you began
by being a dancer, steeped yourself in
whatever vocabulary of movement
you happened to be performing and
then, when the urge struck, just took
your chances and started to choreo
graph.” Yet it seemed obvious to him
that there was more to it than blind in
stinct and that the art and craft of thor
eography had somehow to be learned.

In 1970, when Strate was founding
chair of the first degree-granting dance
program in Canada at York University
he was sympathetic to the new breed
of independent choreographers - risk-
takers who weren’t interested in using

- Robert Cohan, in a working session at the
first National Choreographic Seminar

any established dance vocabulary, pre
ferring to create from their own words
and phrases. Composition classes were
part of the York curriculum, providing
basic introductory training in making
dance, but Strate realized more was
needed, a larger undertaking on the
national scene designed for working
professionals. Then he heard about the
annual summer school in Engjand,
funded by the Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation, which brought together
choreographers, composers, dancers
and musicians for a concentrated per
iod under the mentorship of a choreo
graphic and a music director. He had
found his learning modeL

Thirty years ago. York University.
Fifty people from across the
country Twenty-seven days.

“At least I got to go home at night!”
Strate laughs, remembering his heavy
organizational load at the helm of the
inaugural National Choreographic
Seminar. He considers he had it easy
compared to the participants, who
were housed on campus, kept together
in a creative pressure cooker with
little respite.

“I firmly believe it’s often better to
be spontaneous than to always have
to put ideas through your mind for
three months,” explains Strate, “and
so the choreographers were placed in

a new situation every day, with a diff
erent composer and different dancers
and musicians. Then they would have
two-day assignments and then a three-
day assignment at the end.” As Eliza
beth Zimmer wrote in a report for
Dance in Canada magazine after obser-
ing the first yea when 108 new dances
were made to 108 new scores: “It’s
been a marathon, and remarkably, just
about everyone has finished the course.”

Robert Cohan was choreographic
director for all four seminars (although
Todd Bolender led part of the 1980
seminar and Phyllis Lamhut was co
director in 1985). Cohan, who had
been a leading dancer with the Martha
Graham company, was founding art
istic director of London Contemporary
Dance Theatre, a seasoned choreogra
pher and associated with the Gulbenk
ian workshops. What made Cohan
ideal for the job, according to Strate’s
memoi, was his “rare capacity to view
a work through the mind of the creator.
You never heard him say, ‘If I were
doing it, I would do it this way.”

The music director in 1978 was
Adam Gatehouse, a composer and
conductor with connections to Ballet
Rambert, along with Gatehouse was
Carlos Miranda who also had ties to

Grant Strate’s Cross-Canada
Quartet: 1978, 1980, 1985, 1991

BY KAuk PEPPER

“What I’m concerned with is to make you not only conscious of the working pro

cess — your own working process - but to make you look at yourself while you’re

doing it ... You may get worse by the end — you might do terrible things com

pared to what you did before — but I’m sure a year from now, or two years from

now, it will have had a growing effect.”

Rabeit Cohan end Grant State, nceuve 1985
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Ballet Rambert. In 1980, John Herbert
McDowell, who had worked with
Paul Taylor and Judson Church, led
the second seminaz, and then came a
couple of Canadian composers: Michael

J. Baker In 1985, followed by Henry
Kucharzyk in 1991.

Recorded music would have sim
plified logistics, but Strate believes the
contribution of the composers was
vital. “First, it enriched the work.
Second, it meant the choreographers
couldn’t just be in their corner doing
what they usually do. They had to
talk to each other and some developed
enduring partnerships.” Kucharzyk,
for example, who had attended as a
composer and a musician before taking
on the role of music director, met
Karen Jan’iieson and James Kudelka at
the seminars and later worked with
both of them. He agrees about the
importance of having composers and
choreographers talking togethet, find
ing a common language, and explains
how the dialogue that started off each
collaboration was crucial to getting
the shared creative adventure roiling.

In 1985, a handful of actors took
part when theatre was added to the
mix, led by Penelope Stella, a faculty
member at Simon Fraser University’s
Centre for the Arts (where Strate was
director at this time). This was in res

Even the most
innate gifts
benefit from
nurturing: a bit of
encouragement
and learning a few
tools of the trade.

ponse to the then considerable interest
in dancetheatre, although with hind
sight Strate feels “it kind of side
tracked the movement.” Video, added
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wasn’t fully satisfied with because it
took too much time to master the tech
nical side; he believes video is better
served in specialized workshops.

Each day began with a ballet or
modern class for dancers and interes
ted choreographers, while the musi
cians and composers had their own
movement sessions. A workshop for
choreographers and dancers followed.
In the first of these, designed to break
the ice, a group work was created, with
one choreographer setting a move
ment phrase on the dancers, then
another continuing it, and so on until
everyone had their turn. Other work
shops were on improvisation, criti
cism, stage lighting, etc. The music
people attended these or had sessions
of their own.

The afternoons were spent on
individual assignments with a choreo
graphei a compos&, dancers and
musicians. After dinner, everyone
viewed the work together, followed by
a discussion period over which, says
Strate, Cohan kept dose watch: “One
thing you were not allowed to say was,
‘I do not like it’ or ‘I like it.’ The point
was what did you set out to do, and
did you accomplish it? How could It

• have been accomplished better?”

Robert Cohen, Adam Gatehous and Cados Miranda, York UnIverslty 1978
Photo: Michael Crabb

Jill Rosenberg, Catherine Tardif and 1.. ElsIer, Vancouver, 1985
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Joe Laughlin (dancer, 1985) found
“the open discussions could be intense
and difficult, but being a choreographer
is intense and difficult. I was there as a
dancer but I listened to what they said
about composition in the critiques — I
had never thought about choreograph
ing but the experience stayed with me”
(he is now artistic director of Joe Ink).

At each seminar’s end, the best of
what had been achieved over the entire
period was presented to an invited
audience. The last week of the third,
month-long seminar was designed to
concentrate on creating a final product
for a more formal presentation to a
paying public, but Strate found this
derailed the focus on process and led
to the choreographers retreating to
convention.

He also feels four weeks was too
long a running time, given the inten
sity involved. Yet Mauryne Allan
(choreographer, 1978) made a major
breakthrough only at the end of her
four-week experience: “My last assign
ment was a far cry from anything I’d
ever done. I’d run out of all my ‘isms’
and had to grab something new.”

“One thing you
were not allowed
to say was,
‘I do not like it’
or ‘I like it.”

S
avannah Walling (choreographei
1980) kept a journal in which
she recorded how she couldn’t

sleep at night during the first week:
“Always surrounded by others - talk,
talk, talk - every meal - wondering,
discussing — talking to discouraged
dancers - sharing fears, frustrations,
growing fatigue.”

Lola MacLaughlin (choreographer
1985) recalls: “There was so much
information and pressure every day,
but they wanted us to get to a place
where you’re empty and then must
reach inside.” For Nicole Mion (dancei,
1991), the experience “left a legacy of
seeing choreographers allow them
selves to be vulnerable through exhaus
tion, repetition and in-depth discus
sion, and these things stayed with me.
I try to bring that same intensity to
Interrarium [a multi-disciplinary per
formance residency exploring creative
process that Mion has run at the Banif
Centre for the Arts since 2006].”

Mion also says that interacting
with new colleagues from across the
country was crucial: “Grant saw the
value of induding the regions, of bring
ing me in from Calgary, and I really
appreciated the chance to meet people.”

The dancers sometimes felt like
“cannon fodder”, as Strate puts it, but
Laughlin describes being happily swept
up in the daily technique classes and in
so many creative processes. It was chal
lenging to endlessly learn new material
in a short time, and to work at your best
despite mental and physical fatigue; it

Tdd Rot*ion, Ycid UnIvemfl, 1978

HoWn. [linfl Centre. l1iO .
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was exciting. Though exhausting for
the musicians as well, Terry Hunter
(musician, 1980) found it illuminating
to experience so many composing
processes from the inside, adding
“The focus and concentration of the
collaborations was astounding.”

The majority of the choreographers
had modern dance backgrounds, with
only three coming from the world of bal
let Renald Rabu (1978), James Kudelica
(1980) and Howard Richard (1991).
Strate believes a thorough choreogra
phic process remains the same for any
genre, and he went to some lengths to
convince Kudelka, then a National Bal
let of Canada soloist who had already
won serious critical attention as a chor
eographer for dramatic ballets like
Washington Square, to attend. “James
came and was a nervous wreck,” recalls
Strate. “But he broke out of his back
ground and his work changed a lot
after the seminar - previously every
thing he had done was narrative, with
no sense of abstraction.”

Strate’s persistent invitations,
Kudelka says, gave him a sense that
“my being a ballet choreographer was
important to someone,” although he
admits: “1 was skeptical about it all
For me, choreographing was very

“My last assign
ment was a far cry
from anything I’d
ever done. I’d run
out of all my ‘isms’
and had to grab
something new.”

private and something I didn’t much
want to share with anyone else.” Kud
elka was relieved to learn he would
have single room accommodation, but

about Banif had things like the need
for hiking boots (hiking boots?).” Once
there, “I opened up considerably and
found it a very safe environment. I
completely misjudged the hothouse
andthrivedintheheatofit...Idis
covered quickly that there was no need
to really much care what the sex or the
footwear of the dancer was; you just
worked with what was given to you
It led me to make In Paradisum [in 1983
for Lea Grands Ballets Canadiens] on
a cast that can be men or women in all
but one of the roles. That was a direct
result of Banif ...“

Kudelka says he “lived off and
used the tools from the experience at
the Banff seminar for a very long time:
working quickly and concisely, surren
dering to the assignment you get, or
give yourself, every time you make a
dance; trusting the process and not
steering it too much; trusting the per
formers to engage with you; the impor
tance of not necessarily being able to ex
ecute every move yourself. AU of’these
aspects really came from Cohan’s assign
ments.” Kudelka recalls four of these:
1. Create a dance with no walking,

running or repeated movement.
2. Create a dance for a dancer while

sitting in a chair without demon
strating any steps.

3. Create a strange space.
4. Makeasoloforyourselfthatex

presses what dance means to you.

David Weller, Jennifer Miscall, Susan McKenzie, Patricia Frase York Unlvers4ty 1978

Christopher Bannermen, France Btuyér. and musIcians, 1991
Photo: Henry Kucharzyk
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Grant Strata, Simon Fraser UnlvemIt 1983
Photo: Michael Crabb

G

rant Strate is proud that the
National Choreographic
Seminars did not foster a one-

size-fits-all choreographic process or
aesthetic. It’s the very diversity of
Canada’s present choreographic scene
that gives him most hope for the art
form’s future. Strate, who turned
eighty this year, continues to be
passionately engaged with the thorny
issues around making dance, but has
long insisted there won’t be another
National Choreographic Seminar — “at
least under my direction,” he always
adds. Yet these huge undertakings were
seminal to many careers. “What a
marvelous pot to be thrown into,”
Mauryne Allan thought to herself on
that first day in 1978. Looking back, she
still thinks so.

Cohan,, according to a Dance in
Canada report written by Jro Tembeck
(seminar writer-in-residence and
dancer, 1980), was “interested in de
composition, in the analytical approach
of breaking down into component
parts — time, space, energy - in finding
new ways of approaching these
elements.”

A different style of dancemaking
came from Todd Bo1endei, the ex
Balanchine dancer and co-founder of
Pacific Northwest Ballet who filled in
for Cohan for the first part of the 1980
seminar. Tenibeck characterized Bol
ender as “a strong exponent of form
and structure who was probably con
founded by the anarchic, free-style
answers he got to the assignments he
landed upon us.” Yet Walling an exper
imental choreographer from Vancou
ver’s Terminal City Dance collective,
appreciated the “verf traditional ballet
compositional problems” that Bolender
set the group; “his assignments”, she
wrote in her journal. “are so out of the
realm of my possibilities and experi
ence they are incredibly freeing”. The
humorous piece Walling created after
Bolender taught them some Balanchine
choreography one morning left such
an impression on Kudelka that he can
still describe it in detail.

pot to be thrown
into,” Mauryne
Allan thought to
herself on that
first day in 1978.

THE
NAI1ONAL

CHOREOGRAPHiC
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First Seminar, 1978,
York University

Chor.ograph.rs

Mauryne Allan, Christopher
Bannerman, Jennifer Mascall, Renald
Rabu, Paula Ravitz, Karen Rirruner
(Janiieson), Andrea Smith

Compos.rs

Shelagh Aitken, Edward Arteaga,
Malcolm Forsyth, Henry Kucharzyk,
Gordon Phillips, Larry Polansky,
Stuart Shephard

Danc•rs

Conrad Alexandrowicz, Francisco
Alvarez, Janet Aronoff, Marilyn
Biderman, Joe Bietola, Sara Brummel,
France Bruyere, Peggy Florin, Pat
Pritchard Fraser, Denise Fujiwara,
Monica George, Christopher House,
Stephen Karcher, Marion Kerr,
Susan Macpherson, Terrili Maguire,
Susan McKenzie, Linda Moncui
Allan Risdill, Tedd Robinson,
Robbie Waidman, David Weller,
Zella Wolofsky, Karen Wroblewski

Musicians

Kevin Budd, Paul Hodge,
Joan Hurlehey, Tina Pearson,
James Stephens, William Winant

“What a marvelous

‘\ ‘i/i

____

-

National Choreographic Seminar poster, 8aM
Cene, 1980
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Second Seminar, 1980,
Banff Centre for the Arts

Choreographers

ac.e 3x,re, iispr -oa:e,
James Kudelka, Louise Latreille,
Savannah Walling, Brian Webb

Composers

Wendy Albrecht, Norma Beecroft,
Wolfgang Bottenberg, John Oswald,
Thomas Schudel, Phillip Werren

Dancers

Carol Anderson, Pierre Bergeron.
Lucie Boissinot, Elaine Bowman,
Debbie Brown, Susan Cash,
Mark Chambers, Michael Conway,
William Douglas, Jane Duncan,
Karen duPlessis, Nancy Ferguson,
Catherine Findlay, Karen Foss,
Ken Gould, Sioux Hartle,
Grainne Holman, Susan Macpherson.
Roberta Mohler, Gaile Petursson-Hiley,
Tedd Robinson. Anita Shack
Nadia Szilvass Iro Teinbeck,
Luc 11emblay, Keith Urban

Musicians

Barbara Hanldns, Abmed Hassan,.
Terry Hunter, Henry Kucharzyk.
Jeffrey Reilly, Andrew Thnar

Choreographers

Mss&ro AcstLei, Co’ Arderso,
Charles-Mathieu Brunelle, Susan Cash,
Lee Eisler, Lola MacLaughlin

Composers

Kirk Elliott, Susan Frykberg,
Bill Gilliam, Randy Raine-Reusch,
Robert Rosen, Linda Smith

Dancers

Use Beausoleil, Karen Carvahal,,
Marie-Josée Chartier, Florentia Conway,
Celine Cotte, Kim Fraser, Norman Fung,
Suzanne Gagnon, Heather Gray-Grant,
Catherine Holliss, Karim Karim,
Marie France Lamoureux, Joe Laughlin.
Manon Levac, Andrea Lougheed,
Harvey MeUei Loretta Moore,
Erica Pinsky, Kathryn Ricketts.--
Jill Rosenberj Kevin Stewart,
Catherine Tardif, Paras Terezakis,
Luc Vanier, Sarah Williams

Musicians

,34eff Corness, Debbie Danbrook,
Nicholas Hockin, Cathy Lewis,
Mark Parlett

Actors

Norman Armour, Josie Backhouse,
Leslie Hoith, Patricia Ludwick,
Ian McDonald

Choreographers

Debbie Brown, Bill Douglas,
Katherine Labelle (replaced Brown
half-way through), Howard Richard,
Tedd Robinson

Composers

Eric Cadesky, Peter Hannan,
Holly Harris, Laurie Radford,
Timothy Sullivan, Stephane Volet

Dancers

Jill Baizer, Danielle Beaudet,
Thomas Casey, Anne Cooper, - .

Rhonda Cooper, Alisäri Crawford,
L Alexandra Cyril. Norman Fung,
Barbara Grant, Christy Hayne,
Sylvanus Klotz, Jeannie (Ziyian) Kwan, \,.,
Katherine Labelle, Chi Long,
Cameron MacMaster, Jeffrey Maisonet,
Kelly McKinnon, Judith Ann Miller,
Nicole Mion, Laurie Montemurro,
Michelle Moss, Carol Prieuj,
Odette Slater, Janice Taylor,
Paras Terezakis, Eryn Trudell,
Darcy McGehee Wood

Musicians

Mark Douglas, David Haddock,
Laurie Lyster, Alan Ridgway,
Lay-Tuan Tan

Not• from th. author and DCD
Ifyou were a participant in the seminars
and your name was missed please let
DCD know.

Kaija Pepper is a writer and edltoi’ whose
work appears In a number of North Arnerl
can publications, induding the Globe and
Mail, Queen’s Quarterly and Dance Maga
zine. Her third Vancouver dance history
book, The Man Next Door Dances: The
Art of Peter Bingham, published by Dance
Collection Danse PresslPresse, was
released In the fall of 2007 and was a
finalist for the 2008 City of Vancouver
Book Award.

Third Seminar, 1985, Fourth Seminar, 1991,
Simon Fraser University Simon Fraser University
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VISIT DCD’S lATEST VIRTUAL EXHIBITION

Terpsichorean Adventurer
ALison SutcLif[e
and the 1930S

PerlormingArts Scene
in Toronto

4 F
Curated by Amy Bowrlng

Designed by Michael Ripley, Believe It Design Works

An adventurous spirit and fearless constitution spurred dancei teacher and
choreographer Alison Sutdiffe to take on one exploration after anothet Working
simultaneously with Hart House Theatre and the Toronto Conservatory of Music,
her career reveals to us the intersections that existed between theatre, music,
dance and visual artists in 1930s Toronto. Like her fellow artists, she helped to
provide Depression-era Torontonians with an escape horn life through the arts.

http:llwww.dcd.cal.xhibltlonslsutcliffel
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